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John selects project 1850 because he sees an 

alert that calls him to investigate. FYI: He could 

have moused over the red triangle icon to get 

information about the alert.



John selects project 1850 because he sees an 

alert that calls him to investigate. FYI: He could 

have moused over the red triangle icon to get 

information about the alert.



The trials for project 1850 display and John sees that the problem 

lies with Trial 1. He takes stock of the new iconography for Primary 

Center Name and sees the relation to the new icons displayed on 

the map for trials.



To start his analysis, John mouses over the Description cell for Trial 

1 (interaction is evident from the ellipses trailing after the first words 

of the description. A layer is displayed providing full details about 

Trial 1. This layer could be sectioned off for better reading and could 

also included links to take action based on the description.



At this point John mouses over the red triangle icon/cell for Trial 1 and gets information 

about the problem that raised the alert for Trial 1. The user can click the cell to get cell 

visualizations, click the blue square to reveal Primary center information, or click the red 

triangle to reveal alert information. The same multiple views can be achieved by making a 

selection from View By in the map section.



Now John clicks the blue primary center icon 

related to Trial 1, and reveals the scope of Trial 1 

with associated primary centers for each country

Countries where Trial 1 is taking place.



John now understands more about Trial 1 without ever having left the page. He 

has investigated the description, understands the Therapeutic Area, what phase 

the trial is in, what geographic area the trial covers, and what constitutes the 

alert/problematic aspect of trial 1. 

He then clicks the Trial ID cell for Trial 1 and sees specifically where the problem 

lies geographically, and in relation to the other areas of the trial.



John mouses over France on the map, drawn there by the red 

indicator coloring the country, and a tooltip is displayed that provides 

summary information about subject recruitment delay.



Now that John understands the trials problematic countries, he 

selects those countries from the associated drop-down list to get 

more information (effectively drilling in with confidence) in a 

comparative format.



France and Germany are displayed with their associated alerts, which can be 

moused to derive more information. John understands the primary contact s 

and primary investigators for each country as well as other meaningful 

information. He is also dynamically presented with a map view that focuses 

on the related countries and shows the actual # of sites for each country. 

John could also have selected both countries in the previous map view to get 

this same page view. Whatever user interaction takes place in the map or the 

table effects the other.



John now checks the configuration for the system and his view by 

clicking the cog icon. He decides to look at what other informational 

table columns are available so he clicks Table Column Display.



The Table Column Display menu is presented. John can return to the 

previous main configuration menu by clicking the arrow. He can deselect 

currently displayed columns or select additional columns for display to 

enhance his personal experience. He can also reorder the columns by 

dragging the items in the list to reorder or he can simply move the columns 

in the table to different positions.

Selections/deselections made here are automatically saved by the system.



John didn’t make any changes to the table, 

but he does click the checkbox associated 

with France to access site information.



John didn’t make any changes to the table, 

but he does click the checkbox associated 

with France to access site information.



The specific sites located in in France are displayed and John can 

use all of the tools and concepts previously detailed to investigate 

the sites view.



John wants to view site information by 

clicking on the map’s site pins, but he wants 

to view by SAEs so he selects that 

specifically detailed view from the drop down



John now clicks a specific site pin in France and detailed SAE 

information is reported to him. Note that the cell for site three is also 

selected when he clicks the related site pin. If he had clicked Site 

Three in the grid, the information layer would have been displayed 

from there and the pin would have highlighted on the map.



John decides that for Site Three, he wants to take the action of 

calling the Primary Investigator, Dole Bailey. He mouses over the 

respective cell and gets all the information he needs.

The phone icon has a drop down arrow for multiples – work, 

mobile, fax. Email is next, then location/address, and finally chat. 

Note that chat is diffuse because Dole is not online/available to 

chat. Colors could be used as well



Alternate Course 

of Pursuit



Alternatively to the previous flow, John could have pursued this course at 

first login. In this view, John already has saved sets and pursues an 

analysis of France and Germany as part of Trial 1 in Project 1850 by 

effecting the left-hand filtering to instantly display that specific view. He 

does not pursue the more granular course of drilling in by directly effecting 

the table and map. Both scenarios have their merit and purpose. They are 

dependent on need, knowledge level, and efficiency.



New Trial/Edit Trial













Normally, the Edit Trial modal page would be pre-populated with 

information.

Also note that Therapeutic Area would be protected from change if 

set at the project level
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Trial Vendors and Contacts

(Existing Look and Feel)
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Trial Delay/Cancel/Stop





Project and Trial ID will be pre-populated. Change History displays a flyout 

layer with status of changes, who made them, and when.



Company Personnel
Assign to Study and Maintain Master File



If the user selected a trial and then clicked Personnel from the 

Configuration & Customization menu (or any link for that matter), 

the modal that displays – in this case Personnel – would be 

contextual to the selection with the trial details filled in on the form.



“Copy to” checkboxes are 

context sensitive. If you select 

a study country, only the site 

checkbox would be enabled.



User has filled some data fields 

and clicked search.

Next, user decides to use Lookup 

tool to look for personnel to assign.



System opens Lookup modal.



User has closed Lookup modal.



User next selects Maintain 

Master File



User enters a first and last 

name, and clicks Search button



After initiating a search, the Add button 

becomes enabled. Results are not the 

person user was looking for, so he clicks 

the Add icon to add new company 

personnel.



First and Last Name fields are pre-

populated with the data entered on 

previous search screen.

System opens the Add 

Company Personnel modal. 



User clicks on first accordion 

to expand it.



User clicks on second 

accordion to expand it.



User clicks on third 

accordion to expand it.

User can save or clear 

information.



Clinical Personnel
Assign to Study and Maintain Master File



If the user selected a trial and then clicked Personnel from the 

Configuration & Customization menu (or any link for that matter), 

the modal that displays – in this case Personnel – would be 

contextual to the selection with the trial details filled in on the form.



User next selects Clinical 

Personnel tab.



User next selects Clinical 

Personnel tab.



User enters a first and last name, 

and clicks Search button



After initiating a search, the Add button 

becomes enabled. Results are not the 

person user was looking for, so he clicks the 

Add button to add new clinical personnel.



First and Last Name fields are pre-

populated with the data entered on 

previous search screen.



User clicks on first accordion 

to expand it.



User clicks on second 

accordion to expand it.



User clicks on third 

accordion to expand it.



User clicks on fourth 

accordion to expand it.



User clicks on fifth accordion 

to expand it.

User can save or clear 

information.



User next selects Assign to 

Study radio button.











Import Personnel



If the user selected a trial and then clicked Personnel from the 

Configuration & Customization menu (or any link for that matter), 

the modal that displays – in this case Personnel – would be 

contextual to the selection with the trial details filled in on the form.





If the user selected a trial and then clicked Personnel from the 

Configuration & Customization menu (or any link for that matter), 

the modal that displays – in this case Personnel – would be 

contextual to the selection with the trial details filled in on the form.

John Program Manager is going to load site 

personnel for multiple sites within his study.



John Program Manager selects “To Master 

File” radio button, then browses and submits 

a file.



If the user selected a trial and then clicked Personnel from the 

Configuration & Customization menu (or any link for that matter), 

the modal that displays – in this case Personnel – would be 

contextual to the selection with the trial details filled in on the form.



Trial Design







NEXT STEPS

I think we need to start adding MASTER DATA 

functions – see P21 of Requirement Specification for 

MyTrials CORE Module (V0.7)

Company Personnel

Clinical Personnel

Centres

Ethics Boards

Vendors

Investigational Products


